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THEjEBALlYEH OF MOUNT SINAI, AND THE UND OF VLAH 

Introduction 
This paper arises out of fieldwo rk undertaken with the suppon of the 

British Academy in 1978, around St. Kathar ine's monastery in the area of the 
granite mountains of southern Sinai (fig. 1). The aim was to examine at firs t 
hand the origin and veracity and LO record the traces of a persiste nt historical 
trad ition : that of the south-east European origin s of the tribe of jebaliyeh 
Bedou in who serve the monastery. 

Looking at this specific historical problem fro m the standpoint of 
prehistor ic archaeology and eth noarchaeology, a number of ge neral issues 
emerge. The adaptations of the Jebaliyeh to the desen environ men t can be 
studied ethnoarchaeologicalIy, to help interpret the prehistory of the region, 
which now extends back into epi-Palaeolithic times. The way in which a group 
like the jebaliyeh can radically change its way of life, mater ial culture, 
religion and language, and yet retain its sense of identi ty, relates to a question 
which underlies many arc haeological problems; namely what exactly it is that 
constitutes the identity of a human group. 

The name of th e jebaliyeh means ~the Mountai n People~. They are 
seasonally mobile with their goats and families in the high mountains at 2000 

A'~nowlldgrnlln/j: The fieldwork in Sinai was made possible by a grant from the British 
Academy Small Grants Research Fund. 
It was undertaken as an extension of the Highland Zone Ethnoarchaeology Project, aspects of 
which have been supported by the Wenner·Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research, 
the Society of Antiquaries of London, the Institute of Archaeology [University Collegel 
London, the Centra! Research and the Hayter Funds of London University, the National 
Geographic Society, the British Council & the British School of Archaeology at Jerusalem. 
I have pleasure in acknowledging the help whether financial, logistic or sc:holarly, of these 
institutions; and of the people with whom I have discussed various aspectS of this work, none of 
whom are responsible for the use I may have made of it. They include the following: 
Archbishop Damianos of Sinai; Father Gregorio" Father Sofronios, & the Monu of St 
Katherine's; Metropolitan Anthony of Sourozh; Sheikh Muhammed Murdhi abu el-Heim of 
the Jebaliyeh; Prof Aliz Atiyah; Dr Clinton Bailey; Prof Orer Bar-Yosef; Prof Averil Cameron; 
Dr Claudine Dauphin; Mr Avner Goren; Dr Bruce Ingham; Mr Jalil Omar; Prof Emanuel 
Marx; Prof Sir Dimitri Obolensky; Dr Donald T ills. 



metres around SL Katherine's. T he seasonal variation in their material culture, 
fo r example the winter and summer tent SLructures (figs. 2, 3) p rovides useful 
ethnoarchaeological data. The Jebaliyeh are of imerest in the whole con text of 
the nature of exploitation, seasonality, and settleme nt in the highland zone. 

The Highland Zone Ethnoarchaeology Project is currently carrying out 
fieldwork on the trad itional societies of several regions of south-east Europe, 
notably the shepherds of the Carpathians in Romani a and the Latin·speaking 
Aromani or "VIahs~. of the Pindus, Velebi t, and other mountains south of the 
Danube. The origins of these populations extend back for over two millennia in 
south-east Europe . Th ose of the Jcbaliyeh Bedouin in Sinai go back 1400 years. 
Since there is ultimalCly a case for a relationship between south-east Europe and 
the Jebaliyeh it is importam to clarify the te rms unde r which this can be 
envisaged. 

If archaeological explanation is not to be wholly at variance with reality, 
then in such a prob lem a relationship has to be establish ed between all the 
components, not merely the archaeological ones. None can legitimately be 
ignored simply on accoun t of the difficulties of in tegrating the very differe nt 
strands of evidence, such as haematology, ethnoarch aeology, anthropology, 
linguistics, and the criticism of Byzantine histo rical sources. 

The problem of the Jebaliyeh 
The problem of the Jebaliye h emerges in the contex t of the foundation of 

the monastery of SL Kather ine's in c. 550 AD by th e Byzantine Em peror 
J ustinian. Historical sources and oral traditions te ll us that one hundred men 
were sen t with their families from a land called "VIah ~ in south-east Europe by 
the Emperor, to guard and serve the monastery very shortly afte r its fo undation, 
Following complaints by the monks that they were being harassed by the local 
tr ibesme n, a legate was sent by J ustinian to assess the situation. A furthe r 
contingen t of one hun dred from Egypt joined the first, and these two hundred 
families for med the basis o f the J ebaliye h tribe, whi ch still serves the 
monastery today. 

This population is of extreme in terest. It is in any case the oldest Bedouin 
grou p on the Sinai peninsu la, and still possesses a historical an d oral tradition of 
origin in th e land of VIah. The scie ntific evide nce from blood samples of all 
the Sinai Bedouin 1. show th atlheJcbal iyeh are quite unusual and distinct from 
the other tribes. They h ave maintained a cultural and reproductive isolation 
fro m the other Bedouin groups, enforced on both sides, wh ich h as only very 
recently begun to break down. By virtue of both geograph ical and cultural 
isolation they are one of the oldest isolates among th e Near Eastern peoples. 

Bonne 1968; 1973; Bonne. Godber, Ashbel, Mourant & Tills 1971. 
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They go back 1400 years, and are second in antiquity only to the Samaritains, 
who became estranged from ancient Hebrew culture five centuries before 
Christ. There have been times when the population of the j ebaliyeh dropped 
very low, and the existence of ancestor effects must be recognised. Remarkably 
enough even the Egyptian componenl of the historical tradition seems to be 
reflected in the blood groupings. 

Within south-east Europe no historical possibility existed for geographical 
isolation of this nature. It has also rarely been possible to maintain cultural 
isolation, ahhough it is in mountain zones such as those inhabited by the V1ahs 
and Romanians that the possibility has existed if anywhere. In an area like 
south-east Europe, su bjected historically to cOnlin ual disruption, contin uity can 
at best be expected among small groups. 

The proposition is that, however indirectly and distantly, the jebaliyeh 
represent closer living descendants of certain native Thracian or south-cast 
European groups going back over two millennia, than any group at present 
living in that area. In the south-east European contex t th e closest likely 
relationship with native prehistoric populations lies 'among mountain isolates 
such as the Aromani or V1ahs, and there are occupational reasons for linking 
such a group with the jebaliyeh. 

The jebaliyeh necessarily adopted many of the characte ristics appropriate 
to survival in the Sinai tic environment, whi ch we tend to label as ~Bedouin ~ 
traits. For the purposes of relations with their tribal neighbours they eventualIy 
adopted Mohammedanism. Their oral tradition maintains that initially th ey 
were Christian. This claim is as unusual in a Mohammedan Bedou in tribe as 
that for European derivation. To understand all these d evelopments it is 
necessary to look in turn at the history and environment of Sinai, at the other 
Bedouin tribes, and at the historical sources. 

The Sinaitic environment is outstandingly interesting. Although 
certainly a desert the region is still in some ecological respects unusually and 
deceptively rich. It is in some ways an atypical and certainly not sterile 
environm en t. The mountains of south Sinai are of bare exfoliated granite (fig. 
4) bereft of vegetation except where there is a limited water source. Th e floor of 
the desert consists not of sand bm of boulders, granules and crystals (fig. 5) 
weathered from the granite. Igneous dykes which cut the granite are important 
for springs, and consequently for settlement. 

Oases, springs and walled gardens, (fig. 6), with date palms and above all 
the small black Sinai goat which is capable of drinking 40% of its own weight 
in water, are all conven li onally thought of as fundamental to subsiste nce. In 
fact we shall see they have as much to do with cu ltural identity. In Sinai it is 
not boundaries between resource zones which are of importan ce, so much as 
human control over re source foci such as water supply, leaving intervening 
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areas of desert more freely available. This of itself necessitates a modification of 
conventional ideas of archaeological site-catch mcnt. Traditional rights are of 
great importance. among these the r ight to build. 

A perspective of chan ges in this environment through lime is now 
beginning to emerge 2. During the Early Neothermal period, vegetation and 
animals were more abundant than at present Man entered the r('gion probably 
as a hunter of game such as the ibex. The work of Bar-Yosef ~ has revealed an 
archaeological sequence going back at least into the eighth millennium b.c. , 
beginning with PPN sites as at Abu Mahdi in Wadi Sebaiyah, or at Ujrat 
elMehed on Er-Rahah (figs. 7, 8, 9). The sequence conunues with Chalcol ithic 
occupation, as at Sheikh Mukhsen ncar Nebi Saleh 4; and Early Bronze Age 
sites as at Sheikh Awad S The chacteristic circular stone-built burial chambers 
called Nawam is 6 have been dated as early as the fourth millennium, while 
hill-top shrines such as those on Jebel Scrbal contain Nabataean remains. 

In the Early Christian period, during the first few centuries AD., under 
the innuence of the desert monasticism of the Thebaid, Skete and Nitr ia and 
the rule of St. Anthony, the early hermits came to Sinai. These monks, often 
living in caves as around Feiran, were apparently quite numerous. However 
ascetic and frugal they may have been, the exact nature of their economic base 
is unclear, and in itself constitutes an interesting problem, since they must 
have bee n largely self-sufficient. Today effectively all food has to be brought 
into southern Si nai. 

The early Christian occupation was responsible for extensive works which 
survive in the desert to this day. The hermits and early monks constructed 
gardens. with aqueducts (fig. 10) carrying water for hundreds of meters, like 
that which supplies the Skete of EI Bustan. They made roads and tracks; and the 
hundreds of steps, with arches (fig. 11 ) at the top, which climb the massif of Ras 
Sufsafah [the ~Peak of the Willow Tree ft above the monastery overlooking the 
plain of Er Rahahl. They built chapels and hermitages like those of Calaktion 
and Epineme ncar St. Katherine's; with terraces, dams and cisterns to retain 
rain water pouring from lhe exfoliated granite. The monks even carried loads 
of earlh, basket by basket, up LO the rocky summi t of Ras Sufsafah to make small 
gardens. 

The building works in lhe desert are so abundant that there is a problem 
in dating lhem, whether to the early Christian centuries or to the Byzantine 
period . Among lhe most interesting are well-built stone structures (fig. 1:3) of 

, , 
• 
5 

Brice 1978. 
Eg., ill ~mmarised in Early Man News, INQUA, Tlibingen 1980/ 81: 1%·19 
Bel Arie 1978. 
Bel Arie 1980. 

6 Bar.Yoscf et a!. 198~. 
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the type found in Wadi Shreij. These compare in form, and possibly in 
function, to the shielings of the n orth British Border counny 7 ie., they may 
have combined functions of refuge with storing agricultural produce and 
working materials. 

With the Early Christian influx from the Thebaid there soon grew up 
sketes, and other centres which could be defined as monastic, such as Deir 
Antoush, Bethrambe, the Arba'in [or ~Forty~ martyrs]; and the sizeable 
bishopric whose tell and ruins still await excavation at Feiran oasis. This was 
ultimately supplanted as the focus for the whole of southern Sinai by the 
monastery of St. Katherine (fig. 14), originally erected by Justinian around 550 
AD as a defensive foundation, with its church of the Metamorphosis. 

Inscriptions recently found on the roof beams of Justinian's church in the 
monastery indicate a date of 550/1 for the foundation, and in any case between 
540 and 565. Around 640 AD Sinai was conquered from the Arabian peninsula 
by Islam. The result was that within less than a century it was cut off from 
contact with Byzantium, not to be restored until the I] th century. 

It was in these circumstances that the manuscript treasures, such as the 
Codex Sinaiticus, and the magnificent early encaustic ikons and other works of 
art, products of Byzantine workshops sen t to Sinai, were preserved from the 
ikonoclastic destruction which took place in Byzantium. This also ensures that 
even on circumstaOlial grounds the only date for the sending out of a body of 
soldiers such as the jebaliyeh must be within a few decades of the foundation. 
Once there they were isolated for some four centuries, until after the account of 
their origins had been written down. Not o nly did the Jebaliyeh adapt to the 
desert and adopt Islam, but the monastery itself created a positive relation with 
Mohammedanism, being one of the few monasteries in the world to contain a 
mosque and minaret within its walls. 

The Christian concern to establish a locus for the Biblical Mount Sinai was 
one impetus for monastic and scholarly interest in the region through into the 
nine teenth century. Wherever the original of Mount Sinai was, [and there 
have been many candidates 8] the monastery remains since that time as 
possibly the oldest continuously inhabited building and library in the world 
[any other candidates would lie in such places as Tibet]; as an autonomous 
Orthodox Archbishopric; and as the undisputed central place of Sinai. 

There came to be three principal foci of se ttlement in southern Sinai: 
Wadi Feiran, Tor on the Red Sea coast, and Gebel Musa with Ras Sufsafah 
[Mount Sinai ] . The first twO were both lay and religious, the last was 
exclusively monastic. Outside these main foci there were secondary monastic 

7 , Ramm, McDowall 8< Mercer \970. 
See eg., Davies 1979. 
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settlements, with or without lay villages: eg., Sigilliyeh and Er-Rimm near 
Feiran , Barabra in the Wadi Hebran, and those in the Wadi et Tlah and Wadi 
Garbeh not far from Gebe l Musa, and of Wadi Zeraigiyeh an d Rimhan [Dei r 
AnLoushJ on the eastern slopes of Gebel Umm Shomer. All were linked by a 
system of well-constructed and paved routes across the mountai ns, contrasting 
with th e un improved tracks used today wh ich largely confi ne lhemselves to 
th e beds of wadis and ungraded ascents of passes. Paved sections are still 
preseIVed, for example between Sheikh Awad and Nagb Hawa. 

It was principally the relatively well-watered granite region of lhe u-iangle 
between the plain of EI Kia, Wadi Fe iran and Wadi esh-Sheikh, and 
sou thwards to Gebel Umm Shome r, which was se ttled, exploiting every source 
of water as a focus. Th e in itial phases of monasticism were represented by 
abundant but scattered settlement of monks and anchorites, probably lhousands 
of cells. The larger monastic sites started to crystallise as foci of settlement from 
the fou rth ce ntury, on account of the persecu tion of isolated monks by the 
coeval Bedouin and for oilier reasons. This culminated in lhe sixth ce ntury 
foundation of the mon astery by Justi nian, but included other smaller foci some 
of wh ich SUlVived until relatively recently II. By 1643 the smalle r monastic 
setllemen ts were almost abandoned. Deir Antoush in Wadi Sle was among ilie 
last to be occupied and in 1658 Dei r Arba' in. Some were no doubt re-occu pied 
and abandoned, as can be seen happening on Mount Athos tod.ay. The Arba'in 
is now once again in repair and occupied by a monk from St. Katherine's. 

In summary, at lhe end of the 14th cen tury there were n um erous 
secondary monastic sites. in the 15th Deir Antoush was still flou rishing. and in 
lhe 17th ce ntury th ey were successively abandoned. The u-ansition from the 
pattern of scattered eremi tical settlement to the final concentration in the 
monastery really took from the 4lh/ 5th centuries to the end of lhe 18th century, 
or 1300 years. 

This pattern of settlement, the stabil ity of the monastery, and the impact of 
Islam and of lhe other Bedouin u-ibes of Sinai, arc all important in establishing 
lhe claims to antiquity of the Jebaliye h. The south Sinai Bedouin are known 
co llectively as the Towarah. Their individual h istori es and various origins 
indicate considerable changes between the 14,h century and th e early 17th 

cenLury,with u-ibes moving out of the area mainly in to Egypt. and the main 
tribes of northern Sinai moving in during the 16,h century. 

Of the Towarah, th e Sowalha and Alcyqat moved in to southern Sinai 
during the 14th century, and the Huwei tat in the 17th century. T he Muzeineh 
came from the Hejaz in flight from blood fe uding after the Sowalh a and 
Aleyqat were established. After be ing rejected by the Sowalh a they allied with 

9 Weill 1908; Eckenslein 1921. 
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the Aleyqat against them, and came to settle on th e eastern sid e of the 
peninsula. Other tribes of southern Si nai such as the Awlad Suleiman and the 
Ben i Wase l consist of relative ly few famil ies and cann Ot cl aim grea ter 
antiquity, so that the j ebaliyeh are in any case the oldest established population 
of the area after the monastic tradition. 

T he tribal struCture is com monly d ivided into ~quarters · [Ruba'; pl. 
Rubu ' ] or ~branches~ {Fara'; pI. Furu'} often fo ur in number, and consisting in 
tu rn of several families r Eleh]. which are agnatic descen t groups named after 
an an cestral patronymic. The j ebaliyeh tribe consisLS of four Rubu', T he Awlad 
jindi or ~Sons of the Soldier" represen t the Egyptian contingent of tradition, and 
are often refer red to as ~ th e Egyptians", The Waheibat, Awlad Selim. and 
Hameida are the con tingen t from the land of "VIah", T hey share a common 
an cestor-fi gure. Bahid, There are other segmen LS of the tribe such as the Tebna 
d an , around the oasis of Wadi Feiran. The name of th e Bczia. who work in th e 
monastery garden at TUr, is remin iscent of lh e Bcssae, who came to Si nai from 
Thrace, Burckh ard t also mentions the Saltla as a moiety of the j ebaliyeh 
elsewhere in the region . The j ebaliyeh as a whole we re classified as ~serfs" of 
the mo naste ry {~Sebayet ed-Dcir·J . Some of th e oth er t ribes h ave the 
relationship to the monastery of Ghaffin or ~protectors· which en tails the 
transportation and guard ing of goods and travellers to the monastery. but this 
has to be distinguished from the ~serfdom· o f the j ebaliyeh . Groups wh ich 
have th is relationship of GhafIir are Aleyqat, and certain of the Sowalha tribe, 
namely the Awlad Said or Saidiyeh bran ch of th e Dhu heiry, and th e 
Awarimeh; but not the Khurrasheh or Rahamy branches of the Sowalch. 

An u nd erstandi ng of th e pos ition of the j ebaliyeh in these social 
classifi cations and relati onships both with other tribes an d the monastery is 
pro bably ne cessary in order to ar rive at an understandi ng of the ethno
historical problem. If j ustinian sent a popula tion from south-east Europe to the 
desert of Sinai it must have been with some prospect of th eir being qualifi ed to 
ful fil the roles assigned to th em. These were in itia lly more mi litary and 
logistical than domestic. inVOlving the protection of th e monastery as soldiers, 
and its supply presumably th en. as now by camel. A gro up of tempe rate 
European peasant farmers would in any case h ave found themselves at a total 
loss in that environment. 

j usti nian was, like so many of his Byzantine subjects . a native Latin
speaker from sou th of t.h e Danube, wh o to the end of his life spoke rather 
imperfect Greek. He has to be credited wi th a d ose knowledge of the peoples 
from amongst whom he himself rose. The oral tradition stresses the fact that 
th e ances tors of the j ebaliyeh were ~Roman Byzan tines", It also men tions the 
Black Sea [which may be a late interpolat ion ) and accepts lhat the land of 
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"V1ah" is in the area of modern Romania. We shaH have to discuss these terms 
further in examining the historical sources, notably Eutychius. 

Among south-east European peoples with antecedents which arguably 
extend back over two millennia to Romanised Thracian populations, there is a 
group whose way of life would have well suited it to carry out the necessary 
functions on Sinai. It is put forward here not as the direct ancestor of the 
Jebaliyeh but as surviving representative of precisely the surt of Latinised 
Thracian group from which they probably did spring; a cousinly ratht:r than 
literal relation. 

This group is the Aromani, or "Vlahs", the Latin-speaking people who 
permeate all the countries south of the Danube, distributed among the 
populations of Greece, Bulgaria, Thrace, and into Yugoslavia and Dalmatia as 
far westwards as !stria. The history of this distinctive and little understood 
element is complex. The last substantive account in English is that ofWace and 
Thompson [1914]. 

The Vlahs were seasonally mobile pastoralists, based on summer villages 
in high mountains such as the Pindus 10 and widespread in winter in lowland 
regions such as Thessaly, which was known in mediaeval times as "MegaJi 
Vlahia". They were traditionally recognised as tough mercenary soldiers and 
merchants. The transport of goods by mule caravans throughout the Balkan 
peninsula was in th eir hands. No other people better exemplify all the functions 
required of the group sem to Sinai, not even the Romanian pastoralists of the 
Carpathians, who are the closest linguistic and cultural relatives of the 
Aromani. The Vlahs have traditionally served as workmen and muleteers at 
the Orthodox monasteries of Mount Athas, where the earliest of the main 
monasteries, the Great Lavra, was founded by Athanasius in the tenth century, 
but where as on Sinai there was undoubtedly an antecedent eremitical 
se ttlement. 

The historical sources 
Two important historical sources bearing on the problem are Procopius, 

the coeval of Justinian writing in 553/4 AD, almost contemporary with the 
foundation of St. Katherine's; and Eutychius writing around 900 AD. What 
Procopius says is in effect merely that Justinian built a church for the monks, 
not at the summit of Mount Sinai but ~a long way below it"; and that at the foot 
of the mountain he built "a very strong fort" and placed in it "a very 
consid(:rabie garrison of soldiers" ]] Criticisms have been made both of 
Procopius Il! and of Eutychius l' but they should not be dismissed out of hand. 

II Nandril 1980. 
II Procopius of Caesarea: The Buildinp 0/ jwJinian, Book IV 
12 Eg., by Mayerson 1978: 33 
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In their differem frameworks both th ese ancient authors, and in our context 
particularly Eutychius, remain worth taking seriously; as is made very clear 
by Cameron in her discussion of them 14. 

With regard to the foundation of the monastery, and to the conditions 
which exist on Sinai itself, Eutychius now see ms, to me at least, to be full of 
details which ring true, and there are strong grounds for rehabilitating his 
evidence . By virtue of his origins he was in any case more familiar with the 
region than was Procopius. 

Eutychius was born in Egypt on September 8,h 876/7 AD. His name 
originally was Sa'id ibn al-Batriq, and he died in 939/40 AD. On the 7th 
February 933 he became Melkite Patriarch of Alexandria and took a Hebrew 
name, translated into Gree k as Eutyches or Eutychios, meaning ~fortunate. 
This comemporary of Alfred the Great of England was widely interested in 
medecine as well as in history and theology. In his Annalj he aimed to WTite a 
definitive History of the World: there is unfortunately no reliable modern 
edition of Eutychius. The only o ne of which I am aware in a weste rn 
language, Latin with Arabic, is th at of Bishop Pococke in 1654-6. This is my 
source for the Arabic version of the crux word ~Lachmienses~, to which 
attention is drawn in this article as a probable reference to the Vlahs on Sinai. It 
would clearly be necessary to consult the earliest Arabic manuscripts. 

Eutychius gives details of the circumstances surrounding the foundation 
of the monastery by J ustinian. He tells how the Emperor's first legate, who sited 
the monastery in its present position, was beheaded by Justinian, who th ought 
the situation too vuln erable to attack from the adjacent hillside, The monastery 
is placed on possibly the most abundant water source in the whole of south 
Sinai, so much so that it would be very surprising if it has not destroyed 
important traces of prehistoric, including Palaeolithic settlemen t. It would have 
been quite impossible to place it elsewhere, and to place it a~ay from water 
would have jeopardised its security far more. The nature of the opposition has 
also to be considered . The con temporary Bedouin probably shared the 
characteristics of modern Bedouin raiders, for whom anything other than 
speedy success leads to early discouragemem, and the raiders melt away imo 
the desert IS, SO the massive walls of Justinian's monastic for tress are nOl, 
whatever their o utward appearance, designed to withstand long siege. The 
beheading of the legate was therefore unjustified; but it demonstrates well 
enough that, then as now, an understanding of the ways of the desert is not 
always presem among those who live away from its influence 

~ Eg., by Shevchenko 1966: 256 
14 Cameron 1985: 9&8 
15 Cr. Mayerson 1964: 184, on the disinclination of Bedouin to climb walls 
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What Eutychius saY5 about the sendin g of the garrison is as follows 16: 

"Deinde alium mil;1 legalum, unaque cum ipso, e vernis Romanorum u na cum 
liberi. el UJ:oribul ipsorum centum virol. jubenl eliam Ut ex ..Egypto alios centum 
una cum ipsorum uxoribus et liber is acciperet, quibus extra montem Sinam domo! 
exstruerel in quibus ibi degerent quo mona$1er ium et monachos custodirent; et 
victum ipsis suppetitandum curaret. ipsisque et monalterio ex ..Egypto annona! 
quantum sufficerel, dc(erendum. Cum ergo ad montem Sinam pervenis.sc l legattu 
extra monaster ium Orientem versus multa eXltruxil domicilia, eademque arce 
commun ivit, in quibul servOI istos collocavil quo monOUlerium cuslodirent , 
idemque tuerentur; qui locus ad hoc usque tempus Dir 01 Abid. seu. monasteriunt 
servorum appelJatur. Cum vero genilis liberis multiplicati. diu ibi substitissent. ac 
Moham medanismus obt inerel [quod sub Chalifa Abelil Malec tbn Merwan 
acciditl alii in aliol irruenles mutuis se ca!dibus IUJlulerent, caesi. alii., aliis 
fugiemibus, alii , Mohammedanismus amplexis, quorum liberi ad hunc usque 
diem in monanerii, ilIan! religionem profitientes Banu Salehi, appellantur , el 
pueri [seu servi ] monaslerii aud iunt; sunlque ex ipsi. LACHM IENSES 17. 
Diruerunt autem monachi d omicil ia s( rvorum postquam MQhammed b 
reJigionem ampleK; SUnt ne qui, ea incoleret, qUa!: ergo el hodia delolata 
manen\.-

Comments in square brackets in the following translation refer to points of valid 
regional de tail. in which Eutych ius abounds. and points which occur in the 
oral tradition of the lIibe, as we shall see below: 

"Thereupon ... (Fo llowing the beheading] he sent another legale, and with him a 
hundred men from among the domestic servanlJ . .. 

[The Jebaliyen were still recen tly valu ed in Cairo as domesti c servants, above 
many other races] 

of the Romani [Sc. Byzantines] together with their wives and children : and 
commanded him also to take another hundred logether wi th the ir wives and 
children from Egypt, for whom he wall to build dwellings ouuide of Mount Sinai.. 

[A reference to a slIong extant lradition that building may nOl take place near 
the monastery, and obliquely to the general importance in Sinai of the right to 
build. but also to the monks' wish to distan ce th e civil settlement from the 
monastery]. 

in which they were to live and guard the monastery and the monks; and to 
provide for their sustenance. and to see to it that a supply of corn was provided for 
them and the monastery from Egypt. 

i6 Migne Il l. col. I072:16S-7 
t1 Our emphasis 
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[EU[ychius refers to the logistical reality that supplies of food then as now came 
from outside the peninsula] 

So when the legate had come to Mount Sinai he built many dwellings outside the 
monalltery towards the east, and fortified them round about, and gathered the 
servants there in them to protect and guard the monastery; which place is known 
to this day as Deir el Abid, or the Monastery of the Slaves. 

[The location of Deir cl Abid is not obvious on the ground, bU[ is likely to have 
lain a u[ of sight and sound of the monastery, somewhat south of east over the 
saddle below jebel Muneijah and above Wadi Sebaiyeh. The location of 
"Hrazim ~ (fig. 15) named in the oral tradition of the tribe as the secondary 
sett1ement of the early serfs , seems likely to lie beyond Aaron 's hill, on the 
other side of the Wadi ed Deir but to the north-west of the monastery. Abu 
Seilah, discussed below, although more distant would also be a candidate.) 

But when after a long time they had many childr en and multiplied, and 
Mohammedanism spread, which happened under tbe Khalif Abd-cl Malek ibn 
Merwan 

[685-705 AD; or according to Mayerson 18 "forcibly" under Marwan 1: 684-85 
AD] 

they fell upon one another and killed each other, and some were killed and some 
fled .. . 

[The oral tradition of the jebaliyeh includes a detailed accounts of these 
internecine disputes, which at one stage reduced their numbers drastically] 

and others embraced Mohammedanism, whose descendants at the monastery to 
this day profess this religion ... 

[Burckhardt, 1822, retails an account of the last Christian member of the tribe 
being a woman who died in the 18th century, which sounds apochryphal; but 
this pan of the oral tradition that the jebaliyeh were originally Christian is very 
emphatic, and unusual for a Bedouin tribe.] 

and are called Beni Saleh .. . 

(meaning "Sons of Saleh"; just as one Rubu' of the jebaliyeh today is called 
Awlad Selim: "Sons, or Boys. of Selim"] 

and are also called Children or Servants of the Monastery; 

18 Mayerson 1954:197 
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[recalling the term Sebayet ed Deir, which was in recent times applied to the 
Jebaliyeh) 

among them also are me LACHMIENSES. 

[This apparently gratuitous piece of information, appended by Eutychius, has 
never been properly explained. In Pococke's translation of 1654-56 Ihe Arabic of 
this section, in which ~Lachmienses" is the Latin translation of ~Lachmiin~, is 
as follows: 

v .... 

r+-' J~ v .. ,1 , GI)~.01 ~ ..::...'i,J1 l.i.....b 

, > 1 II ~, r""JI ~I )",:,:,.01 vL.....U v"""'-"'" 

[Robinson (1841, note xviii) claims, probably rightly, that the whole section of 
Eutychius referring to the monastery had been overlooked before his time. 
This is important in assessing the oral tradition. The laconic reference to 
"Lachmienses" now finds its true explanation in the context of the problem of 
the J ebaliyeh and the land of "V1ah "]. 

But the monks destroyed the dwellings of the slaves arter they adopted Islam so 
that no one could dwell in them any more; and they remain desolate until the 
present day". [D.'DOfTRAl'iSL\TlONj 

What Eutychius is saying is that "to his day", around 900 ,AD, there were 
"Lachmienses" serving the monastery. It looks as if this term is a reference to 
the VIahs of Mount Sinai. 

In looking for a correspondence to Deir eI Abid the literal archaeologist 
would have to be see king a civil se ttlement dateable specifi cally to the 7th 

century AD, with probably very poor material remains. In theory there are 
archaeological remains which might be looked for in the context of the 
Jebaliyeh problem; for example lay Christian burials. These would inevitably 
be very poor in grave goods, and therefore difficult to date. They would have to 
date after the foundation of the monastery, and before the Hegira [year 622/3 of 
the Gregorian calendar] or at least before the time of Ibn MelWan. But the 
problem is really an example of a mis-understanding of the universal and 
general nature of archaeology. When archaeology sets out to seek a literal 
validation of historical references, by finding material remains re lating to 
specific events and personalities, it usually succeeds in finding something 
unrelated; for example in ~Biblical" archaeology. 

To trace the tradition of "Vlah" we may work back from Palmer, who 
attests to its existence and gives us a due as to the philological dimension of the 
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problem. E.R Palmer was the noted Arabist who worked in Sinai with the 
Ordnance Survey team, and published its results together with C.W. Wilson 
[Wilson and Palmer 1869-71]. He was murdered by Bedouin in nonh Sinai in 
1882. Palmer [1871, The Desen of the Exodus: 74] says: 

• ... the Arab servantS of the convent are fine sturdy fellows and present a great 
contrast !O their effeminate masters ... they all belong to the Jibaliyeh tribe, who 
are recognised as the serfs of the convent. Tbi3 tribe i3 said to be of European 
origin, and to have descended from the colony of WaJlachian and Egyptian slaves, 
placed there by Justinian to protect the monks. They themselves have a tradition 
that they came from a country called ·K' lah ~: and their features, differing 
somewhat from the ordinary 8edawi type, would seem to favour the supposition. 
The Jibaliyeh have an additional claim on our interest as the representatives of the 
older inhabitants of Sinai. The remaining Bedawin tribes have preserved the 
purity of descent, and the genealogical pride, which is 50 curious a characteristic of 
the desert races; and in names, manners and appearance they are now what their 
ancestors were in Hejjaz or Yemen. It is clear that they can have no admixture of 
Aramaean blood; and if any of the local traditions do still survive in the penin.ru!a, 
it is to the Jibaliyeh alone that we owe their perp<!tuation.-

The use of "Wallachian\ meaning the southern part of modern 
Romania, is quite usual, since Palmer was writing within a decade of the 
union of the principalities which gave shape in 1862 to that country. The word 
belongs to the same root as "VIah ~ 

"Vlah" 
The label "Vlah H is one given by outsiders to the Latin-speaking natives of 

the Balkan and Creek peninsula 50mh of the Danube. They refer to themselves 
as Roman, Aroman, Armin, Romar. "Vlah H is used in its most general form by 
Creeks to refer to shepherds. It is often used as a term of denigration, or 
obfuscation, but its overwhelming association, like that of transhumant 
pastoralism itself, is with Latinity . . 

"VIah H is a complex term with a wide range of historical and linguistic 
associations and connotations. It derives ultimately from a Germanic word for 
foreigners 19; or is ~a Slavonic adaptation of a general term applied by Teutonic 
peoples to Roman provincia1s in the 4't. & Sfh centuries" 20. The wide range of 
variants can be seen in the following examples: 

Volwt 
Lah 

Lad 
Moch 

Celtic tribe 
Slovene 

Lusatian & Polish 

19 [Kluge F., £tymologischts WOr/erb\.lch, I.V. VlohJ 
t) Heurtley W.A. et al. 1965, Short Hutory of GrU", p. 46, fn . 1 
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Woloch 
Welsh 
Walsch 
Wealh 21 Walh, [pI. WalhmJ 
Walho-land 
Walloons 
Wallis 

Churwelschen 

Wallachia 
OWA 
Olasz 
Valaques 
Ulah 

An Anglo-Saxon term for yr Gymry_ 
Mediaeval German term for Italians 
Germanic term for Celts or Romans. 
Germanic term for France. 
French-speaking population of lh e Nelherlands. 
Canton of Sw itzerland [ValaisJ contai ning 
Italian-speakers of the Rhone valley. 
Inhabi tan ts of the Gri sons speaki ng the 
Romansch language. 
Southern Romania 
H ungarian term for the Romanians 
Hungarian term fo r lhe Italians 
French term for Romanians 
Turkish te rm for Romanians 

To the Turks Moldavia was known as: 
Ak lflak or "White Vlahia" [as refleCled in works of the great 18th century 
Moldavian Prin ce and polymath, Dimi tri Can temir); wh il e Wallac hia was 
known as: 
Kara ljlak or "Black Vlahia~ . In the Middle Ages Thessaly was known [eg., to 
Benjamin of Tudela in the 11th century, and for several centuries roughly from 
lhe 10th to lhe 14th centuries as: 
Megali Vlahia, since it was an area of predominantly Aroman settlement. 
Acharnania and Aetolia were known for lhe same reasons as: 
Mikra Vlahia while 
Ano Vlahia was the Epirus and northern Pindus. 

Morlachs, Morovlahi, Mavrovlahi [Gr.1 or Mavrovlasi [Srb.J were Vlahs of 
the Dalmatian coast, in existence at least as early as the 12,h century, before the 
arr ival of the Turks in Europe. During th e course of ethnoarchaeoloaical 
fieldwork in the Velebit range on the Dalmatian coast ncar Zadar, Nandris 22 
has established that the present-day Croatian shepherds continue to use Latin 
numerals for counting sheep . He sees this as a transmission, along with lhe 
whole tech nology of the slani [sheepfolds), from the Morlachs who occupied 
the region before lhem. 

21 There ill a watercolour of a landscape by Durer in the Ashmolean Museum Oxford. labelled 
·W~alh PuTg [",burg) ". Thill represents Dosso di Segonzano in the Val Cembra [WaelZold 
1955: 138]. significantly near the Ladin-speaking regions of the eastern Alps. 

Zl Nandris 1988b. 
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The Vlahorynchini were a Latin-speaking group associated with the Slavs 
entering the Balkan peninsula 2~; they appear in the 8th century in Macedonia, 
in the lOth century near Prespa, in the 11 th century in Chalcidice, and later in 
the 11 th century they have a town in Thessaly. 

The mediaeval records of Dubrovnik use the word vlasi for non-Slavs, and 
Serbian charters arc known to distinguish between V1ahs and Slavs 24. Nicetas 
Choniates [482, 3] writing in 11 80-1210 AD, expressly says that the barbarians 
of the Haemus region, who formerly had been called Moesians, were now 
called Wallachians [Vlahoi] 25 

Variants on the word V1ah arc also found in suc h names as Sveti Vlah 
[Yugo. = Saint V1ah] a church in Dubrovnik dating from 1352, whose saint is 
synonymous with St Blasius, St Blaiu or San Biagio. 

The Vlah problem reaches back ultimately to the problem of what became 
of the ancient Thracian populations of the peninsula, not merely within 
modern in Greece but over the whole area south of the Danube and to the north 
of it in modern Romania. The formation of vulgar Latin, exemplified today by 
the Aroman and th e Romanian languages, which are mutually intelligible, 
took place over the whole peninsula. The adven t of various barbarians had a 
small impact until the coming of the Slavs, which was on a scale suffici ent to 
divide the Latin speaking Thracian peoples into the Aromani south of th e 
Danube, and the Romanians to the north . 

The "Vlahs" arc at o ne and the same time a paradigm of the most ancient 
fo rms of settleme nt of south-east Europe [expressed in the categories of the stina 
and the katun 26] and of one of lhe most modern of phenomena; namely the 
struggle of a freely chosen mutually consenting cultural confederation against 
the imposition of political oppression and eXLstential victimisation. 

The case of the Vlahs, like that of the Jebaliye h, epitomises the problem of 
what exactly it is that constitutes the identity and individuality of a human 
group. Without some attempt to understand this problem archaeology is at best 
superficial. Like ethnoarchaeolgy it must be prepared where appropriate to place 
its material in historical context. The case of the "Vlahs" is too complex to be 
easily slated; so that it stands inevitably opposed to the simple verities of 
literalism, whether in politics, nationalism or archaeology. 

The use of term "Viah" in Sinai can only come from an association with 
the south-east European milieu. 

21 Lascari.s 1913. 
\li Han 1972; Wenzd 1962; Us, fn 3. 
Z Ostrogorslc.y 1980: 10~-1. 
35 Nandris \985. 
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[1J 

[2J 

[3J 

La,hmienses and Wah 27 

The Latin end ing ~- i e ns [tsJ ~ means ~like a certain thingH; so 
Lachmienses could mean ~like the Lachmi H, or it could be a straight adjectival 
attribute-use, meaning nothing different from Lachmi . 

To draw an equivalence between th e stems Lach-, Vlah-, K'lah-, and Tlah
is indeed very feasible, but not of course com plete ly substan tiable. If we 
presume that it all begins with Vlah-, the original south-easl European form, the 
following developments are possible: 

Viah -+ Lach 
The original "v" which does not occur in Arabic may just have been omitted or 
else it could have become equated with the (w-] of the word wd, = 'and', which 
is regarded as a prefix in Arabic and therefore omitted. A parallel for this is 
Aurans . Lawrence [T.E. Lawrence] where the 1- was equated with th e [1-) of 
the article a!-. The development of: ch [ t ] from: h [ L or 6] is again highly 
possible, all being voiceless fri catives formed in the p osterior part of the vocal 
tract 

Viah -+ K'lah 
Presumably here the ['J is not the Arabic hamza, which would complicate 
rather than simplify the position, but is rather used purely [by Palmer] as an 
English orthographic device in order to avoi d the unfamiliar sequence -Kl. The 
change VI -+ -K1 is difficult to support by the usual weakening tendencies, the 
only explanation one could advance is that the obvious change Vi -+ FI was 
avoided because this would yield F1ah, which means ~peasant agriculturalist" 
and therefore Qlah or Klah was imroduced in its place. 

Roth Vlah -+ Klah and Viah -+ Tlah 
[a. Wadi Tlah near St. Katherine's monastery] rest on the same thing; non
existence of "vH in Arabic, the unsuitability of the sequen ce 'nh', and the 
substitution of another consonant such as k or t. Lach avoids the problem by 
simply eliding the '1-. 

There are many historical changes which fit in with ideas of phonetic 
weakening, like devoicing of fricatives v -+ f, z -+ s, weakening of intervocalic 
plosives aba -+ ava, ata -+ ava, aka -+ agha, etc. The only one which fits this is 
Vlah -+ Lach , if we can accouDl for h -+ ch, which is not difficult. 

All one can say about Vi -+ K1 & VI -+ Tl is that similar changes have 
been observed elsewhere. 

'lJ I am very greatly indebted to Dr. Bruce Ingham of S.DA.S. for this discussion about the 
-Lachmienses· and °K'lah", while accepting responsibility for the resulting observations 
which I believe 10 be valuable. 
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The use of ~K'lahw by Burkhardt can in its turn be understood in this 
context, and in that of the Arabic language. ~Vw, especially an initial "Vw and a 
double consonant, is not a sound which comes readily to Arabic speakers. A 
new letter for "V", which did not exist at the time of Eutychius:...j has been 
created in modern times to cope with alien words imported into Arabic. 

We now know that at his time there did exist not only a people but a 
geographical entity called ~Vlah" to which Eutychius could have been 
referring. The Armenian geographer, Moses Khorenatzi, writing in the 9,h 
century AD about Sarmatia and Thrace, makes reference to ~the unknown 
land th ey call Balah"28. The best reason for the country being ~unknown" in 
this not otherwise inherently remote region lies in the mountains and dense 
fore sts of eg., the Pindus , the Carpathians, and. by definition . of 
~Tran sy lvania ". 

There are other early referen ces to Vlahs th emselves, not all of which 
need detain us. Around 980 AD the Byzantine Emperor Basil II granted an 
autonomy which lasted almost four ce nturies to the Vlahs of Hellas, under 
their Chelnik Nikolitsa, a diminutive of Nicholas still used in Romanian. 
"Ch elnik" is a term still used today among the Aromani of Greece for the 
powerful patriarchal figure, owner of many flocks of sheep. and head of an 
organisation of she ph erd s. It is rendered into the Greek language of the 
Sarakatsani, whose material culture and way of life are essentially the same as 
that of the Aromani, as "Tselingas". 

The Chelnik Nikolitsa lived in northern Greece, roughly speaking the 
Epirus, which was inhabited by Vlahs during the Middle Ages, and was 
known as "Mikro V1akhia". In Thessaly the presence of the Aromani was so 
strong that the whole region was known for several centuries as "Megali 
Vlakhia". 

Procopius, Theophanes and Theophylactus record Vlah words and place 
names. There are numerous other testimonies to the existence of "VIah" as a 
regional and ethnic entity; despite the fact that it was not thus that the people 
concerned referred to themselves. They were effectively illiterate. and it was 
not in the interests of largely Greek historiographers to stress their existence. 
We could recall however that "In terms of written history the nomads of the 
Byzantine period are all but invisible ... w. Their pastoral system nevertheless 
" ... selVed to complement the urban and agricultural system of the Byzantine 
Negev" 29. Here we have yet another analogy between the Bedouins and the 
Aromani. There are indeed many methodologic al similarities between the 

lB Barzu 1979: 100. 
%} Rosen 1987: 39. 
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case of the Aromani and that of the jebaliyeh. It is not enough to use solely 
historical, solely archaeological, or indeed single scientific methods. 

The oraltratiiti()11 of the Jebaliyeh 
It is worth putting on record the contemporary oral tradition of the 

Jebaliyeh. I obtained this in 1978 from the Skeikh of the j ebaliye h and of the 
Monastery, Mohamnud Murdhi abu el-Heim. It is regarded as one of the duties of 
th e Sheikh of the tribe to transmit the oral tradition in detail. 

The ancestors of the tribe came from VJah by the Black Sea. This is Romania. They 
spoke the Roman language. They were Roman Byzantines. They lived first a part 
of them at Barbaros [or Barabros. or BarabraJ in Wadi Sebaiyah. and a parI of 
them at Abu Seilah. 

[Abu Seilah (fig. 9) is a small oasis, at present rather dried out, lying between 
Er-Rahah and the Nagb el-Hawa. Since it is currently the subject of a dispute 
between the j ebaliyc h and the Awlad Jindi it is always possible th at such 
references are emphasised or even inserted in the traditional account to support 
a case. But remembering our discussion of EUlychius above, it could also be a 
candidate for an early se ttlement. Barabra acquired ilS name from the battle 
with the "Barbarian s~ who are mentioned next. It li es south-east of the 
monastery and there is an old burial ground there. A major battle taking place 
soon after the foundation of the monastery and the arrival of the Jebaliyen 
would bc a test of the new power structure which had arisen with both these 
even IS. Early raids on the monks of Sinai were mainly by Sudanese peoples 
such as Blcmmyes ;'0 &c from Africa.] 

AI Barabra there was an imponant battle between the Jebaliyeh protecting the 
monastery and the Sudanese who were raiding the area. T his was [near the time 
of the foundation of the monastery]. After the danger from the Barbarians was 
over the Jebaliyeh came to the site of Hrazim. about 1000 years ago. 

[The site of Hrazim thus represenlS a secondary scttlement site of the tribe; both 
the location of Barabros and its corresponden ce with Deir el-Abid are Slill 
uncertain, while Hrazim (fig. 15) almost ce rtainly corresponds to a small inlet 
facing Wadi ed-Deir from across the main Wadi north-west of Aaron's Hill , 
where there are Byzantine buildings, gardens water and modern settlement. 
The name Hrazim could be held to correspond with Harrazim in Arabic 
meaning Guards. The Jebaliyeh insist that their first function was as guards 
and not working serfs. According to some traditions their first site was Qrayat 
near th e cemetery of Bahid whkh is mentioned below. After a severe 

~ Undergraff 1978. 
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reduction in numbers, formalised into one ancestor figure, the tribe moved to 
Brazim. ] 

About 500 years ago they settled also at el-Melga. Rahid had tWO sons, Selim and 
' ·Iamed. and Hamed had a son Waheb. From these descend the three Rubu' of 
J ebaliyeh; the Awlad Selim, the Hameida and the Waheb..t. 

[The main story to account for the several Rubu' of th e J ebaliyeh is thus 
predicated on th e existen ce of an uearliest ancestorW

, Rabid, who is nevertheless 
orally dated only "perhaps 700 years agow.J 

Later lhe Awlad J indi came from Egypt making the fourth Rub.. ' of the j ebaliyeh. 

[The Awlad J indi, or "So ns of the Soldi er", differentiate th emselves from other 
Jebaliye h as originating in Egypt, while adher ing firmly to the tribe as a 
whole. On ly since about 1940 have any Jebaliyeh taken wives from othe r 
rribes.] 

lbe cemetery of Bahid and his sons is located in Wadi Umm Gersum. 

lIn Wadi Umm Gersum there are today large r graves within en closures, 
around which later Jebaliye h burials have accreted. There is no real indication 
of their antiquity or of that of the tradition . The cemetery see ms to me to be 
younger than that of Barab ros. The "earliest gardensw of the Jebaliyeh lie 
fu r ther up the Wadi Umm Gersu m in Wadi Sdud, the uClosed-in Wadi ", 
round the well of Bir Buqbaq sun k by the monastery for general use at a much 
later date.] 

The j ebaliyeh were definitely Christian when they came to Sinai. They became 
Muslims at the time of the Hegira in 62~ AD. Many of them had died at Ihis early 
period; by 610 AD there were very few families left. perhaps twelve 

[i n some other accounts sixteen] 

on account of the wars with barbarians. and also because of internal feuds be1Ween 
themselves. There were quarrels between the Egyptians and the Romanians or 
Romans, because of which the monastery separated them and told them where to 
live. The Egyptians went to Abu Seilah 

[which is today a se ulement of Awlad Jindil 

and to Wadi Tlah. while the Romanians settled around el-Melga and in Wadi 
Sebaiyeh. Until about 1000 years ago the j ebaJiyeh were only soldiers. and after 
that they took. up tlte gardens. About 700 years ago they began 10 expand from 
around the vicinity or the monastery and to seHle other oases. In Feiran they 
settled only recently, after 1940, where previously only other Bedouin tribe~ had 
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lived. Now they number some three hundred there. In Tur today there are only 
thr« families 

[the port having declined drastically since the time when it was the main inlet 
for pilgrims] 

In Turfa and at Sheikh Awad 

[where the tomb of the Sheikh is an Awlad jindi shrine, but the inhabitants of 
the oasis are Romans] 

and in Wadi Nasb, there are many Jebaliyeh. They are found at Abu Zeitun, but 
not at Deir Antoush. They make use [for upland grazing of camel1] of the plateau of 
Deyset Fureiya (fig. 1), wh05e early monastic ruins must be pre-Hegira, c. 1400 
years old, becauSl' after the Muslims came there was no monastery other than 51. 
Katherine's 

[this depends on the definition of a monastery, because as has already been 
explained such outlying dependencies as Deir Antoush or the Arba'in 
flourished until much later. Finally, as Sheikh Muhammed put it] 

The Jebaliyeh always had goats; life came from the goats and from the monastery 
(fig. 7) 

[It is of interest in the light of further discussion below that this culminating 
statement does not stress the role of the gardens.] [n-lDorsrATI:MENT) 

Sheikh Muhammed is the ~ Sheikh of the Monastery~, [Sheikh ed-DeiT) , 
a term not restricted to the Jebaliyeh, for other tribes have a Sheikh whose 
particular concern is dealing with tlle monastery. But the function is naturally 
particularly important among the jebaliyeh, and is nowadays virtually 
synonymous with Sheikhdom of the tribe as a whole. Asked as to the sources of 
this knowledge he replies that he heard much of it from his father, but that he 
also read among papers in the monastery. This can be detected for example in 
his use of historical dates. 

Further links with S.E. Europe: the Bessae 
The links of the Monastery, of St. Katherine on Sinai with south-east 

Europe go back to its earliest times not just in connection with the Jebaliyeh. 
The monastery came over the centuries to have wide-ranging territorial 
possessions in Egpyt, Cyprus, Crete, Constantinople, Tiflis, Kiev, and as far 
afield as India. 

The principal links of the monastery were with Greece, with Serbia, and 
especially with Romania. The Voivodes of Moldavia and Wallachia 
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generously endowed many Orthodox monasteries induding Sinai. In post
Ryz.an tine times, following the fall of Constantinople in l45~. they endowed or 
re-founded virtually every onc of the monasteries of Athos under Ouoman rule. 
To St. Katherine's monastery they gave extensive lands, or metohit, around 
Sinaia in the southern Carpathians, which takes its name from this connection . 

Anothcr south-east European group became a.5sociatcd at an early stage 
with O rthodox monasticism. The Ressae like th e Aroman i were latin ised 
Thracian mountain peoples. T heir presence is attested in Sin ai within a few 
dccades of thc Foundation of the monastery. In c. 570 AD, some five years after 
the death of Justinian, Antoninus Martyr' I [Antoninus of Piace nz.a] put on 
record a journey he made from Palestine to Syria through the desert, returning 
to Egypt via Feiran [PharomJ. He is the firs t traveller to mention the monastery, 
and hc informs us that a t the end of the 6th century the monks included 
speakers of several languages ~latjnts tI grdctS, syriacas e/ d!IrYPUcas ac btssas~. 

Latin is mentioned before Greek, perhaps not surprisingly since the Byzantine 
milie u which gave rise to th e fou ndation was and remained until the time of 
Herad ius official ly Latin-speaki ng, like the Emperor himself. 

Thc tcstimony of Antoninus Martyr informs us that th e monks included 
Latin-speakers. Latin could be learned; but it is highly unlike ly that the Bessae 
whom he mentions were anyth ing other than yet another synonym for those 
nativc Thracians, speaking a vulgar Latin allied to Romanian and to the Latin 
of the Aromani of modern Greecc. The Sessae and the eetae were the principal 
native peoples of Thrace in the Roman peri od. They became converted to 
Christianity, and had by th is time established monaste ries and sent monks to 
Palestine S2. 

Tomaschek {l893-4] says a great deal about the Bessae ss. In the context of 
the Ressae noted by Antoninus in Sinai, Tomaschek [1893: 77] notes: 

"Die Thrakische Sprache war damals Langst verschollen; die Senen 'prachen 
bereiu die Limha Rumanesca [Sc. Rom~neilKa ; Limba lingua *' Romanian 
"'tongue"J; fur ihre Pilgcr gab es selbst am Sina i Dolmetsche.-

ie ., '"The Thracian language was by that time long extinCt. The Bessae by then 
spoke the Romanian language; there were even translators and guides for their 
pilgrims on Sinai. ~ 

"Mit Stolz aber nanmen sich dic!c BCMen Romani !o wie itu-e nachlwmmen von 
hcute, die VIIlachcn [Tomaschelc. 1893; 79J 

!I. Goldmeister 1899; PoniatO~lc.y 1895; Geyer 1898; Mayerson 1978; 993. 
:!Il Weill 1908; 250; Beza 1937; Tomasche lc. 1893. 
!!e For £unher information on the Dacians, Bessae and Vlahl see; Tomaschelc. 1893: 72-80, 101-

7&,111 . 
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ie .• "These Bessae proudly called themselves Romani, just as do their 
descendants of today, the Vlahs [or Wallachians]." 

The LaM mids 
Some reference must be made to the Lakhmids 34 to forestall the objection 

that "Lakhmienses" might refer to this group of people, rather than to the 
Vlahs. The derivation of "Lakhmidae" from "Lachmienses" is problematical, 
and this solution seems unlikely for several reasons. The Lakhmids appeared 
in the 2nd..3 rd. centuries in the Yemen, from whence they moved up the coast in 
the 3Td..4'" centuries. They ended up as one of the main vassals of the Persians, 
becoming Nestorians in the 4th century on the Euphrates. which in itself 
makes it improbable that they can be equated with Vlahs in Sinai who became 
Muslim at the time of the Hegira. The Lakhmids were associated with the 
Ghassanids in their role as border guards, a role which terminated in 
c. 581 AD. 

It is difficult to reconcile this people, who have no connnection whatever 
wilh south-east Europe [or Egypt). wilh an immediate re-appearance in Sinai at 
that time, and there does not seem to be any evidence for their presence in the 
peninsula. The Lakhmids moreover disappear from the record in the 7th 

century, well before the time of Eutychius, who writes in the present tense 
about the Lachmienses. Lakhmid is written in Arabic with [. [not as in 
"Lachmiin M with t ]. 

Bosnians 
Another misconception must be laid to rest, that the J ebaliyeh "originated 

in Bosnia~, or were "some sort of Slavs~. This is a confusion between the idea of 
their soulh-east European origin, and lhe fact that Bosnian mercenary soldiers 
are recorded in Egypt. ego at the fort of Qasr Ibrahim in Nub ia. The Jebaliyeh, 
from being Christian had become Muslims by lhe 7'" century, while the Slavs 
were not Christianised until the time of Cyril and Methodius in the 9th century; 
viz., in Moravia in 863, in Bulgaria in 885, and in Russia not un til 988. 

The dates for the Bosnian presence in Egypt are between 1560 and 1811, 
and they have nothing to do with the case of the Jebaliyeh. There is however a 
methodological link in the fact that recent archaeological excavations at Qasr 
Ibrahim have so far produced no material evidence to confirm the historical 
reference. The case of the J ebaliyeh is more securely based, just because it rests 
on so many different strands of evidence. 

M See eg.: Altheim &. Stiehl 1964; Atiya 1968; Charles 1916; Dussaud 1955; Goubert 1951; Nau 
1951. 
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In the context of mercenary soldiers in Sinai lbut not of Bosnians) there is 
a well known inscription from the Wadi Mukkatab, where there are many 
rock in scriptions of various dates, but commonly dated as Byzantine, from 
rocks at resting or camping places. This one, quoted fo r its amusement value, is 
written in Greek and refers disparagingly to the local tribes, saying 

~An evil race! Lupus the soldier wrote this with my hand.~ 

T his is not so straightforwardly Greek as it may seem; fo r whatever 
language he wrote in , the name Lupus is clearly Latin. Th e origins of a 
mercenary sold ier with a Latin name, writing in Greek, immediately suggest 
themselves as being in the Thracian provinces of Byzantium, and culturally 
and linguistically as allied to the Aromani. The Aromani among all Balkan 
peoples are the most co mmonly multi-lingual, and certainly th e most 
Philhellene. Under the term ~language of daily use~, which is taken to define 
nationality in Greek census returns, they wo uld normally enter ~Greek~. 

TM idmtity of tM human group 
There are other and perhaps unsuspected dimensions to the problem of the 

Jebaliyeh . Th eir material remains, their winter and summer camps, can be 
used in a fairly straightfonYard ethnoarchaeological mann er to throw light on 
patterns of prehistoric settlemen t in Sinai SS . But going beyond this, there are 
analogies to be drawn with prehistoric European situations, and generalisations 
to be se t up concerned with group identity and territoriality. 

For example th e social role of the Saints' Tombs of southern Sinai in 
defining territorial claims can be set beside the social function of prehistoric 
European megalithic tombs of the third millennium. Even the nature of the 
relationship between the Mesolithic and the Neolithic, defined as modes of 
behaviour, can be illuminated as well as the strategies n ecessary for the 
maintenance of group identity which may well h ave entered into that 
relationsh ip. This is in add iti on to the methodological issues involved in 
relating historical to archaeological crite ria, and to the specific ethnohistorical 
problems of the Jebaliyeh and Aromani themselves. We must first exam ine the 
behaviour of the Jebaliyeh in relation to resources and to the establishme nt of 
iden tity. 

!;i Nandris 1982. 
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Premisses of exploitation & ~bthauiO'U.,. as if .. .. 
Emanuel Marx '6 has discussed the effects of economic changes among 

pastoral nomads in the Middle East, and has outlined " the important part 
played in the social life of the south Sinai Bedouin by annual visits to MSaints' 
Tombs", with a gathering of the uibe which may last three days. The Saints' 
Tombs (fig. 16) are small domed buildings, often cenotaphs rather than actual 
places of burial They are in the first instance a concrete expression of the right 
reserved to the tribe to build a house on tribal land, although usually anyone 
may set up a tented encampment. The right to build in turn compresses the 
rights "reserved over oases, and their fruit ttees, irrigation from wells, and the 
tribal smuggling routes·, as well as o ther reserved areas such as pasturage and 
employment leg. as guides]. 

"Tribal membership is still important for th e pastoral nomad [despite 
certain economic changes] because it gives him the right to exploit certain 
resources in tribal territory, and outside it" '8. The tombs are not exclusive to one 
tribe, just as many of the rights in the environment are made available to other 
Towara. The Saint is held at least to mediate with God, whereas the Sheikh 
may not be in a position to mediate effectively even with the outside forccs of 
governmental authority and external food supply which govern Bedouin 
existence in the desert. Marx suggests that such com munal pilgrimages 
develop precisely where a hinterland depends on external forces, whethcr 
economic, state. o r natural, beyond its control. It would be worth testing th is 
generalisation in othcr areas of communal pilgrimage, such as Brittany. In 
scattered populations such as thc Jebaliych or the Aromani, annual festivals. 
seasonal fairs and markcts, or the very act of transhumance itself, provide an 
important occasion beyond their ostensible and literal purpose, for a ren ewal 
and reinforcement of the relationships which hold the group together. Marx 
notes that attendance at the gatheiings goes up in times of economic or political 
uncertainty. 

Most of the mal e population o f southern Sinai goes to fmd employment 
outside the tribal area. ~ About half the AJeyqat tribe ... have settled in Egypt 
proper with their families , ye t ties of kin sh ip are constantly renewed by 
marriages with tribesmen from Sinai, and by mutual visits". Marx criticises the 
received wisdom of such verities as that ·under strong government nomads 
settle down"; or that "when they settle down they become peasants"; or that 
"under the impact of modern economy tribaJ organisation breaks down". 

On the contrary, even when in urban employment they maintain a basic 
link with their tribal area, precisely because of the insecurity of such 

36 Marx 1967; 1978. 
!r1 Marx 1977 . 
.!8 Marx 1978. 
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employment, and perhaps also because "the uncertainties of the desert 
environment make them aware of the precariousness of life in general~. The 
fact is that the tradi tional tribal pursuilS, for example the flocks and gardens of 
the Jebaliyeh, no longer yield profiLS. Nor in general do the sheep-rearing 
pursuilS of the Aromani. The traditional resources are made redundant by the 
wages earned outside th e tribal area. 

A Literalist ~9 observer would be likely to accept the rece ived wisdom of 
tribal breakdown, and integration with more "advanced ~ ambient societies [for 
the JebaJiyeh the Egyptian, for the Aromani the Greek); or else he would adopt 
the romantic view that the traditional way of life was still maintained, albeit 
"influenced~ by mode rnity, and be coming une con omic. On Marx 's vi ew 
however the tribesmen are using the outside world in a more subtle way than 
thaL Despite an appearance of neglect and decay in the tribal areas, in fact there 
is a "large-scale maintenance operation~ in the case of Sinai, which involves 
old men, women and children staying at home, and necessitates the periodic 
reLUrn of the wage-labourers. 

The essential reason is the knowledge, or belief, that in time of need the 
tradi tional economy can be reactivaced, and that by devoting all their efforts to 
it, it could be made to work again. This is why during periods of conflict in the 
Near East the gardens and flocks again become a focus of attention, and why in 
times of stress the attendances at the annual meetings increased noticeably. 
"Uncertainty about the political and economic future then ties these people to 
their country and their tribe, and makes them behave as if they were 
pastoralists and gardeners in the accepted sense~ 40. In reality it seems that the 
reasibility of living off these gardens (figs. 6, 13), even in emergencies, is 
doubtful, and they must also be considered vehicles for enhancing cultural 
identity. 

It is interesting to consider whether the analogy h olds good for the 
Aromani of Greece. T here would seem to be a criterion here against which 
changes in traditional cultures could be evaluated; namely wheth er those 
changes lie above or below a threshold at which traditional practice could be 
effectively re-activated, in time to provide economic and/or social support at 
time of need. 

:!II Literalism may be defined as the trend in archaeology which takes literally the contents 
of stratigraphies and the relationships between archaeological data. It sees isolated 
resemblances as indications of contemporaneity or as 'imports' ; sees destructions as 
invasions; change as always taking place elsewhere; the ratio between 'wild' and 
'domestic ' animal bones as indicating 'the economy'; pottery as equating with people. It 
thinks in terms of singlefaClOr eKplanations, of events rather than processes, typologically 
rather than statistically, neglects the role of the observer, and in general fai ls to look 
behind the archaeological data to the relationships which created them, 

4l Mane. 1977: 39. 
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If traditional practice has fallen below that threshold then presumably 
they have become touristic or mu seological curiosities, ineffectivc as a means 
of holding together !he society. Thcy also become falsified in !he sense that 
they progressively fail to retain !he value as e!hnographic or e!hnohistorical 
documents so commonly ascribed to such traditi onal structures by 
archaeologists and an!hropologists. They may finally degenerate into !he SOrt 
of distortions exemplifed by Soviet "Folk Groups~ sent to circulate in wl'stern 
countries, in which the customs, costumes, music and dances of eastern 
European peoples are progressively distorted into propaganda by the 
assumptions of impresarios concerning !he expectations of !heir audiences. 

Marx observes !hat ~in !he absence of joint activities [!he preservation of 
the tribe and its rights can best be ensured1 chiefly by organising gatherings at 
which tribal solidarity is reaffirmed." The way in which traditional activities
in-common served to reinforce the cohesion of the society constitutes some sort 
of an analogue be tween the Aromani and the Jebaliyeh. 

Jebaliych "seasonality" docs produce different tent structures (fig. 2); but 
the actual distances moved between summer and winter sites may in extreme 
cases be only a few hundred yards. The transhumance of the Aromani used 
also to be much more than merely an economic or ecological me chanism. 
The very act of partaking in it reinforced th e solidarity of the group. Even 
today, it takes the form of "behaviour as if" the old solidarities and identities, 
established in the days when whole families moved annually with sheep up to 
the Pindus from Thessaly, were still unconditionally true. 

The Aromiini or V1ahs for most of the year pursue all sorts of professions 
and avocations in the towns of Greece, where they provide the historical 
foundations for an otherwise absent entrepreneurial Middle Class. When they 
abandon the fiction that th ey are undifferentiated Greeks, and return to 
Samarin a or the Pindus for their sum mer festival all the men carry the 
shepherd's crook r~Glitsa"). and many a doctor, lawyer, government minister, 
or taxi driver, "behaves as if" he were a transhumant shepherd. 

Seasonality [comprising mobility within annual and seasonal territories] 
and territoriality [in the sense of the relation of a site to control of the resources 
within its catchment] are concepts which have enlarged the potential of 
archaeology for dealing with prehistoric sites. Perhaps under the residual 
influence of Marxism economic factors tend to receive ovcr-cmphasis. at th e 
expense of social behaviour. This may be understandable insofar as economic 
data appear to be easier to recove r in the archaeological context than social data. 
Th ey are also deemed to bc utilitarian, forge tting that economics is often the 
means to non·utilitarian ends. 

If social factors are consistently more than merely incidental to the choice 
of location of sites in such societies, then it is misleading to go on treating the 
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system as jf they were not. The resolution on a particular course of action by a 
group is the prerogative of one or more individuals, invoking conscious 
individual appraisal of alternatives. In the end the society does not exist until its 
individual members behave as if it does. 

It is uncontroversial enough to ascribe a social purpose to what are after all 
evidently social gatherings; but transhumance, with the whole basic tradition 
of seasonal mobility found among the Aromani, the Bedouin, and many other 
groups, is such more than a purely ~economic" mechanism. It is not sufficient 
to consider it on ly as response to the environment, any more than visits to 
Saints' Tombs are merely to honour the dead. T he location of sites in relation to 
the environment can be fully explained only by taking into account bio-social 
factors. 

Socially re lated choices introduce a further element of unce rtainty into 
archaeological methods which have been evolved for studying terri toriality 
withom recourse to excavation, over and above !.he two basic diffi culties of 
establishing the contemporane ity of si tes in a syste m, and of reconstructing the 
ancient environment and resource zonations to which they relate. It is of course 
also necessary to reconstruct the premisses of exploitation, and as we shall see 
these are socially transmitted. 

Some details about the Bedouin of the Negev will illustrate these points. In 
the area studied by Marx [1967] between Beersheba and the southern end of the 
Dead Sea the Bedouin own by far th e larger share of the agr icultural land. 
Their prefe rence is not to farm it but to lease it to peasant farmers . Grazing land 
on the other h and is freely available to all, and anyone may construct cisterns, 
including the farmers. These howeve r d o not usually venture to use much 
more than th e fri nges o f th e available pasture, and this is no t because of 
intimidation by the Bedouin, nor fo r any good ecological or economic reason. 
Indeed the farme r "in a situation where he h as to lease 60% of this land on an 
unprofitable share cropping basis ... would do much better to minimise his 
farming and to d evo te himsel f much more to sheep raising ... That the 
peasants do not take such a course of action has to be ascribed to the limitations 
which their ideology sets on !heir freedom of choice and no longe r to Bedouin 
obstruc tion"41. But in addition to this, afte r 1917 both the "farmersM and the 
Bedouin "pastoralists" of the Negev, because of the prevailing economic and 
political conditions, had acquired a very similar economy, combining farm ing and 
pastoralism, wh ile at !he same time each continued to view himself and to behave 
as if they were farmer or Bedouin, as these are traditionally defined. The 
possible relevance of this model to the relationship be tv.·een the Mesolithic and 
the Neolithic in Europe is evident. 

41 Marx 1967: 98. 
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Marx outlines the contrasting seasonal move ments and camping habits of 
peasant and Bedouin groups. For reasons of space these can not be summarised 
here. alth ough there are some poin ts in which they directly affect the 
archaeological concep t of site catchment. For example Bedouin do not think 
much of making daily journeys of up to 10 kms to get water from the wells. 
The distances between a group's tents is not indicative of the intensity of their 
interactions. Furthermore. especially in the case of a chief who . like the 
Chelnik. n eed not follow his flocks but uses his son s or hired men. a tented 
encampmen t may acquire a considerable permanence. which is not exclusive 
of mobility 4~. "The wide range in size of the camps indicates that ecological 
pressures do not set precise limits to th e size of a camp~ ... which is rather 
determined by number of members, usually agnatically related. of a group co
liable in some particular activity. 

"Neither among the Bedouin nor among the peasants does does each man plan 
his cycle of annual movements and his camping arrangements solely so as to 

adjust himself to the changing relationship between his economic pursuits and 
the e(ology ... the Bedouin act as if they were still leading a primarily pastoral way 
o r life, and the peasants act as if they were transhumant farmers ... the contrasting 
camping habits of Bedouin and peasanu are neithe r due to ecological fac tors nor to 
a difference in their economies, but have to be traced back. to unequal distribution of 
land ownership" 4~ 

The differences between them are derived ultimately from their con trasting 
premisses of ex ploitation, and are deeply rooted in history and culture. 

A Bedouin feels he cannot live without animals, for he needs them at every turn, 
not onl, f(ff leonomie c%ploitalion but also for HHyific, and p,sts, and for 
puunts, and animal husbandry is a lUhjOCI whieh ht and his Jrimds can disnllJ 
endl,.ul,. The reverse applies to the peasant , for were he not 10 rullilJOl, his plot he 
would be out of louch with mailers which a,t of primary impmtanu f(ff tht , a t of 
his gTOUp·44 

It could be said that some of the elements emphasised by us in the above 
quotation were as important as economic considerations throughout European 
prehistory; for example in the changes involved in the transition between the 
European Mesolithic and Neoli thic. 

Another way of looking at this is to say that the archaeological defini tion 
of "th e economy" in the prehistoric [and traditional] context is too literal. It 
sh ould be defin ed more carefully, in terms of the PREMISSES OF 
EXPL OITATION involved. That is to say, in terms of th e culturally transmitted 

4! ce. the .latun sites of south~ast Europe [Nands-is 1985). 
oil Marx 1967: 99. 
oh Marx 1967: 95, our emphasis. 
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premisses, presuppositions, or even prejudices, embedded in a traditional 
society, as to what resources of the environment [whether plants, animals or 
natural resources] to exploit, and in what ways to do so. These in turn arc 
further mediated by reproductively related r- and K- strategies of exploitation; 
and by the energetics of succession in the developing environment. These 
concepts have been discussed elsewhere 45. 

The effect is to emphasise the importance of cultural transmission as 
necessary for the pre-adaptations without which no revolutionary change can 
succeed. In reaching so lutions to group problems of environmental tracking, 
human interaction is the key to survival. The chosen solutions arc human 
responses to an ecological or social situation, rather than environmentally 
determined reactions. This is apparent in the contemporaneity for many 
centuries of th e Mesolithic and Neolithic in Europe, exploiting the same 
environment in different ways. 

This bears on the problem of what -constitutes the identity of these 
~cultures". They are distinguished not by imperatives of survival, or the 
banalities of subsistence, food, and shelter: but by auxiliaries; by belief, custom, 
social signs, and all the accessories of individuality. It is elaboration beyond the 
utilitarian which gives rise to the infinite variety and achievements of human 
culture both in prehistory and the historic present. 

As appears from the example of the Jebaliyeh, it is n ot in the commonly 
accepted "determinants" of language, ~economic base", religion, dress, or even 
genetic inheritance, that the nucl eus of group identity is to be found. With 
man, the rational animal, what is believed to be true is often as influential as 
what is so. 

The use made by the Jebaliyeh of an hi storical tradition of south-cast 
European origin to validate the relationship of the tribe to the monastery does 
not of itself invalidate that tradition. It may be broadly true. Nor docs the fact 
that various individuals admit to various origins destroy th e identity, the 
cohesion, or eve n the continuity through time of the group. The group exists. 

The core of the identity of human groups lies in conviction, sustained by 
accessory social mechanisms. Membership of the group is defined by 
~behaviour as if" th e category is substantiable, and is sustained by obedience to 
the unenforceable limits of that behaviour. A group which gives up its identity 
and individuality fails to survive, as surely as one which fails to track the 
environment adequately. These seeem to be the sort of issues to which the case 
of the Jebaliyeh gives rise. 

'6 Nandris 1978: 1988a. 
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RESUME 
Dans les montagnes granitiques du Sinai'du sud, les Bidouins qui s'appeUent its 

Jebaliyeh, ou "hommes de la Montagne~, ont iti itraitemmt associis pendant qualaru 
silelts au monaslire orthodoxe de Sainte Catherine. Traditionellement on attribue leur 
origine a un gruup de families, envayits au Sinai' peu apris la jondalion du monastire en 
l'annie 550 AD par l'Empereur bywntin Justin ien, pour qu'ils remplissent les rOles de 
gardiens, guides eI serviteuTS. fls semien/ pTOvenus d'un pays nomme "Vlach M dans les 
Mutes terns du sud-est de l'Europe, qu 'on a situe dans la rigion de la Roumanie moderne. 

L'attention est attiri ici pour la premiere jois sur le terme La c hmiin ou 
Lachmienses, dont se sere Eutyehius [ni 876/7 AD] ce qui serait une allusion 
eUrToborative a ce groope de "Vlachi M. On examine les donnies linguistigues et ethno
aTclwlogiques partant sur Ie tribu, selcm des lignes diuerses d'evidence qui se mpportent Ii 
ce probleme telles que leurs groupes sanguines distinctifs. Apres les Saman/ains, les 
Jebaliyeh constituent Ie plus ancien groupe ginitique isoli du proche orient. 

Le t'film s'est adapti Ii l'environnement diserlique du Sinai, toot en modifiant tQUS Its 
critires normales d'individualiti qu'on puisse attribuer aux groupes hurnains, tels ta 
riligion, la culture rnaterielit, et ia langue. La question est fandammtale PauT l'aTchioiogie, 
tant que pour de leis problemes ethnohisturiques: en quai est-ce que fa consiste, l'identiti 
durable d 'un graupe humain, saus des tels changements de circonstances~ 

On examinera dcmc celie questi01l, en donnant unt Tiponse lii au compartement 
culturelle. On part altenticm Ii un cas analogue et apparenti d'identiti durable, parmi les 
peuplts europiens du sud-est, celui des Vlachs ou Aromani en tant que group thracien 
launisl 
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Sketch Map of the Region 
CQNfOuAUf of MOUNT SINAI 

• 

Fig. I 

, , • . .... 

Sketch m ~ . 
Smal (Co ap of the re . nlours at 100 glo.n around m mtervals). 
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Katherine's m onastery ;. southern 
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J ebaliych (above) and l'rN (5th Mbc) (below), winter ([eft) summer (right) 
site plans compared. 
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Fig. 3 Rows of Jebaliyeh winter tent walls_ Across Er Rahah is Ras Sufsafah and 
Wadi Shreij (cr. fig. g). 
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Fig. 1 (lOp) 

Fig. 5 (bottom) 

Exfoliated granite peaks of southern Sinai looking nonh from Jebel ~l usa. 

Massive boulder, product of exfoliation, in Nagb al Hawa, fallen from Jebel 
Seirw. 



Fig. 6 Small garden, ncar I>hyan esh-Shunnar (the "well o f the partridges") 
below J ebel KalCrina, watered by a trickle of Water, and ring<Xl by a SlOne 
wall lOpped with camel·thorns. 
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Fig. 7 (top) 

Fig.8 (lJouom) 

TIle massif of Ras Sufsafah ("the peak of the willow") above Er Rahah. The 
small goals of the Jebaliye h are black to conserve heal at night. The 
horizontal gravel ridge al the foot of Ras Sufs."lfah is Ujrat el-Mehcd (1'I'N 
sill') . 

Painting of Ras Sufsafah (c. 50x65 ems) by the Author, showing monastery in 
Wadi cd-Deir (left), and Wadi Shreij (right) . 



Fig.9 (top) The plain of Er Rolhah secn from the top of R.n Sufsafah. Thc PPN sitc of Ujrat 
cl·"lchcd lics on tire gravcl ridgc running 10 the right from thc buildings. 
Thc right hand of the figure indicates Ihe position on F..r Rahah of a winler 
camp of the Jebaliyeh which is shown in fig. 3. Er Rahah runs OUt into thc 
"Pass of lire winds" Nagb al J-Iawa, 10 the rear, via Abu Seilah. 

Fig. 10 (bottom) A(jucduct, running from lowcr right 10 El 13uSl3n (build ing 10 left rear) 
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~· ig.l! (top) SlOne storehouses in Wadi Shreij. and associ;ned gardens. 

Fig. 14 (bottom) St. Kathe r ine's monastery, looking NW down Wadi ed Deir towrd5 Er 
Rahah . 
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Fig_ 15 (lOp) The site of Hrazim. A Jcbaliyeh woman doakcd in black and followed by 
black gOals walks below the ruins «entre) , Running from (OP left corner 
downwards is a massive igneous dyke (uning the granite. and channelling 
ground water 10 a small spring which supplies the gardens below. 

Fig. 16 (bottom) "!be ·Saint's Tomb" of Sheikh Awad, looking SE up Ihe pass Nagb al Hawa. 


